Abstract-Vertebrae provide essential biomechanical stability to the skeleton. In this work novel morphing techniques were used to parameterize three aspects of the geometry of a specimen-specific finite element (FE) model of a rat caudal vertebra (process size, neck size, and end-plate offset). Material properties and loading were also parameterized using standard techniques. These parameterizations were then integrated within an RSM framework and used to produce a family of FE models. The mechanical behavior of each model was characterized by predictions of stress and strain. A metamodel was fit to each of the responses to yield the relative influences of the factors and their interactions. The direction of loading, offset, and neck size had the largest influences on the levels of vertebral stress and strain. Material type was influential on the strains, but not the stress. Process size was substantially less influential. A strong interaction was identified between dorsal-ventral offset and dorsalventral off-axis loading. The demonstrated approach has several advantages for spinal biomechanical analysis by enabling the examination of the sensitivity of a specimen to multiple variations in shape, and of the interactions between shape, material properties, and loading.
INTRODUCTION
Vertebrae are an essential component in the provision of structural stability to the skeleton, however, these bones are highly affected by pathologic processes such as osteoporosis and metastatic involvement. Vertebrae are the most common location for osteoporotic fractures and represent the location of the highest incidence of metastatic disease in the skeleton. 13, 36, 55 The implications of the loss of vertebral structure and the resultant compromise of stability represent significant factors in terms of maintaining mobility and quality of life for patients with vertebral pathologies. Thus, in order to successfully predict and prevent fracture it is important to identify the relative impact of factors which affect vertebral response. Methods used to investigate stress and strain patterns in healthy and pathologic vertebrae, and assess the strength of the vertebral body have included numerical modeling, in vitro (cadaveric) mechanical testing and the use of preclinical in vivo models. 18, 24, 26, 30, 42, 48, 49 Predicting the impact of pathologies on individual bones is difficult, in part because of the range of geometries, material distributions, and applied loadings, but also because the effects of these factors are likely not independent. Finite element (FE) models allow representation of complex systems that occur in vivo and which are difficult to study with analytical or experimental techniques. Particularly useful is the construction of FE models such that aspects of their geometry, mechanical properties, and loading can be varied by specifying a few high-level parameters. Using parametric FE methods it is possible to produce families of models designed to isolate and study specific effects independently.
FE models are often subdivided into generic models (developed to represent the general geometry and material properties of a population) and specimenspecific models (tailored to represent details of an individual specimen). Generic models can be difficult to initially develop but can be designed to facilitate parameterization. However, generic models cannot, by definition, provide information about the response of a particular specimen. Specimen-specific models can do this, but understanding the effects of individual parameters with such models remains a challenge, especially with respect to geometry. Therefore, traditionally, parametric analysis has been carried out using either generic models, which allow variations of geometry, materials and loading, but which provide relatively vague predictions for a particular specimen, or using sets of specimen-specific models, each of which, allows variations in loading, and limited variations in materials, but whose predictions apply more directly to the specimen. The power of predictions made with specimen-specific models increases with the number of specimens, however, producing multiple specimen-specific models can be expensive, time consuming and difficult. Despite recent advances in automation, producing multiple robust models remains one of the main challenges for FE sensitivity studies. 21, 39, 41, 45, 53 The number of configurations that have to be analyzed to determine factor influences increases rapidly with the number of factors. This can be a challenge even for fully parameterized generic models, and it worsens for specimen-specific models which often require substantial computational resources for solution and analysis. The traditional one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) method of evaluating factor influences is often used because it is relatively simple to implement and clear to analyze, 16, 17 however, it is inefficient in the amount of information obtained from each model, and does not allow the evaluation of potential interactions between factors. 4, 16, 32 A response surface method (RSM) is a more efficient method to determine factor influences, independently and in interaction, as has been demonstrated in its application in many fields. 4, 6, 8, 17, 27, 29, 31, 37, 52, 54 A further advantage of an RSM approach is that it produces metamodels, which are analytic phenomenological descriptions of the response as a function of the factors.
We propose that it is possible to combine the benefits of generic and specimen-specific modeling through the use of morphing techniques to alter the geometry of a FE model in a controlled and systematic way suitable for parametric study. This study aims to apply novel morphing techniques to parameterize the geometry of a specimen-specific model of a rat vertebra and to use these parameterizations in a sensitivity analysis within an RSM framework to derive metamodels and determine the relative influence of geometric, material property and loading factors on the mechanical response of the vertebra.
METHODS

General Strategy
The design of the study (Fig. 1) consisted of generating a baseline model of a rat caudal vertebra, parameterizing the model geometry (using morphing techniques), material properties, and applied loads (Table 1) , with which a family of FE models with various combinations of the parameterized factors was produced according to a response surface design. To each of the responses we then fit an empirical metamodel, from which we determined the relative influences of the factors and their interactions on the vertebral mechanical behavior. Pre and post-processing were done using Amira 3.1.1 (Mercury computer systems, USA); FE analysis using Abaqus 6.4 (Dassault systems, France); and RSM design and analysis using Design-Expert 7 (Stat-Ease, USA).
The Baseline Model
Model geometry was reconstructed from lCT images scanned at 17.5 9 17.5 9 17.5 lm/voxel resolution (GE Explore Locus, General Electric Company, Fairfield, USA). Imaging was done with the X-ray source at 90 lA and 80 kV, with 907 views covering 360°of rotation. Reconstruction of the volume from the X-ray projection was done with the GE Explore Locus Recon utility to 17.5 lm/voxel. The images were processed following a standard semi-automated segmentation (thresholding, filling, and smoothing). The model volume was meshed with 4-node tetrahedral elements and the interior mesh iteratively smoothed and relaxed using Laplace's algorithm until the changes in nodal locations were smaller than 1/10 lm (Fig. 2) .
Parameterization
Geometric Morphing
Two distinct morphing techniques were utilized to parameterize three aspects of the baseline geometry. Offset (the vertebral rostral-caudal curvature) and neck size (the cross-sectional area at the thinnest vertebral section) were morphed using deformation vectors defined through analytical functions. Process size (the volume of the vertebral processes) was morphed using deformation vectors defined with a landmarkbased method. The deformation vectors were then parameterized and used to translate the nodes of the baseline model, producing a corresponding model with the desired variations in geometry. The techniques were implemented using a combination of custom and standard Amira modules.
Offset
The X and Z Cartesian axes were aligned with the ventral-dorsal and the rostral-caudal axes of the vertebral model, respectively, and the origin (0,0,0) with FIGURE 1. General study strategy. A baseline specimen-specific FE model of a rat caudal vertebra was produced based on a lCT scans of a normal specimen. An experimental design was produced following a response surface method. The design prescribes the combinations of parameters to be studied. Morphing techniques were applied to parameterize three aspects of the baseline model geometry: process size (parameterized using a landmark-based technique), and offset and neck size (parameterized using analytic functions). Models were assigned materials, loading and boundary conditions and solved using the FE method. A region of interest was selected, and the response of the model characterized by predictions of stress and strain within that region. An empirical response surface, or metamodel, was fit to each of the responses using multivariate linear regression. Second order polynomials were chosen as the empirical models. The coefficients of the metamodels were then analyzed to determine the relative influence of the various factors parameterized, and their interactions.
the vertebral centroid. The deformation function (in lm, where the model coordinates are also in lm):
; 0; 0
was then used to define a relative displacement, or offset, of the rostral end. l 1 and l 2 control the magnitude and the width of the offset, respectively. The parameters were chosen to provide a smooth deformation, generally contained in the central one half of the vertebral height (i.e., leaving the shape of the caudal and rostral ends unchanged). The deformation is a function of Z only, but deforms only on X. Note that the original geometry is asymmetric in offset, whereby the caudal and rostral ends are not aligned. Hence, changes in the ventral direction increase the natural offset (to 20% ventral offset), whereas changes in the dorsal direction first decrease the offset, then increase it (to 10% dorsal, Fig. 1 ).
Neck Size
We altered the cross-sectional area of the vertebra at its smallest point (the neck) by defining the following deformation function (in lm, where the model coordinates are also in lm): where l 3 , l 4 , and l 5 are parameters that control the magnitude and distribution of the deformation. The deformation was a function of all X, Y, and Z, but does not deform in Z (Fig. 1) . The parameters were chosen to vary the cross-sectional area from 45 to 177% of the value in the baseline model.
Process Size
The processes of the rat vertebra were shrunk/ enlarged using deformation vectors defined through a Bookstein thin-plate spline method. 7 This method requires the definition of corresponding landmarks for the initial (before deforming) and final (after deforming) shapes (Fig. 2) . The initial landmarks were placed manually on the baseline geometry (3 on the larger processes, 2 on the smaller ones). The final landmarks were defined using cross sections, and the vectors normal to the model surface. From both sets of landmarks the thin plate spline method produces a warp field over the whole space. To constrain the deformation to the process regions an auxiliary 300 landmarks were defined randomly over the surface of the model, excluding the processes. The location of the auxiliary landmarks was unchanged between source and target. This also effectively eliminated cross-deformation between process, simplifying setting deformation scale for each process. To produce the exact desired changes in volume of each process (from 50 to 150% of the volume in the baseline model), the transformations obtained from the Bookstein method were parameterized linearly. The Bookstein transformations of all the process were combined to produce a deformation field controllable by a single parameter.
Combining the Geometric Deformations
Once the deformation fields for each of the factors have been defined, they were combined into a single transformation by adding the deformations linearly:
where each of the parameters a, b, and c control the magnitude (and sense) of the deformations related to one factor. A linear combination of the deformations works best when the deformations are independent from one another. A simple way to ensure this is to base all the deformations on the geometry of the baseline specimen. If the deformations are not independent, the scaling constant may turn to scaling functions, which are difficult to calibrate and may not permit addition of the deformations linearly, complicating and reducing the generality of the analysis. 
Loading Direction and Boundary Conditions
In the baseline model a purely axial compressive distributed load of 25 N was applied to the nodes on the rostral vertebral end plate. Nodal loads were weighted by element areas so as to apply a homogeneous force on the surface with normal and tangential components. In altering the load application, the force vectors on each node were decomposed into their Cartesian components and scaled to keep the total force constant while varying the angle of the force applied. The load was varied 20°in each of the dorsalventral and lateral directions, producing two independent parameters. The nodes on the exterior surface of the caudal end-plate were constrained to zero rostral-caudal (Z) displacements. The node nearest the centroid of this surface was constrained in all directions to provide a reference frame for the solutions and prevent translations and rotations.
Material Properties
Two types of material properties were analyzed ( Fig. 1 ): intensity-based and homogenized. In the FIGURE 2. Illustration of the landmark-based morphing technique used to vary process size. Dorsal (top row) and caudal (second rows) views of three semi-transparent models, with shrunk processes (left), the baseline (center), and with enlarged processes (right). The morphing was defined through landmarks manually placed on the surface of the vertebra processes (blue points). Using cross-sectional views a corresponding set of landmarks was defined inside the processes (red points). A warping field was then computed that paired surface and interior landmarks (lines joining the blue and red points). The warping field was scaled linearly to produce the desired changes in process volume. Caudal views of the model exterior with elements outlined (third row). Cross sections at the level of the rostral processes colored according to the level of von Mises stress under purely axial load (bottom row). The morphing changes the size, but not the overall shape, of the processes without altering the rest of the vertebra. Note how the processes are under small loads, explaining why process shrinkage had only a minor effect on the level of stress.
intensity-based definition each element was assigned material properties based on lCT voxel intensity using the following conversion equation 22, 50, 51 :
where I is the element's representative intensity, and E t the Young's modulus in the transverse direction in MPa. This lead to elements being assigned moduli between 12.5 and 3662 MPa. All elements were assigned a Poisson ratio of 0.3. 22 In the homogenized definition, elements were assigned to one of three materials (or bins): cortical bone, trabecular bone, and very soft incompressible tissue (to represent marrow and the regions of the growth plate which have low intensity in the CT scan). The main difference between the two types of material analyzed was the number of bins: 500 for the intensity-based type, three for homogenized type. The moduli in the homogenous definition were assigned such that the overall response (total response force) of the baseline model was the same as in the intensity-based definition. This allowed the effects of inhomogeneity to be assessed independently of overall model stiffness. Anisotropy varied linearly from perfectly isotropic for the elements with highest modulus, representing cortical bone, to transversely isotropic for the elements with the lowest modulus in which the modulus in the axial (Z) direction was 39 higher than in the transverse (X,Y) plane. 15 Note that the material property definitions are generated from the baseline specimen.
Simulation and Mesh Quality
The nodes of the baseline mesh were translated according to the total deformation prescribed by the combination of the three geometry deformations described above. The interior of the deformed mesh was then iteratively smoothed and relaxed again using Laplace's algorithm until the changes in nodal locations were smaller than 1/10 lm. The elements were initially 4-noded (for mesh generation), but for solution they were converted to 10-noded tetrahedra by adding midside nodes.
We judged the quality of the mesh of all the models generated through evaluation of the number of distorted elements (ABAQUS). Element size, aspect ratio, and the angle between faces were used to judge element quality. 1, 14, 46 A mesh refinement study was conducted on the baseline model. Once sufficient element resolution was determined, the resolution was increased to allow for the higher resolution requirements of other configurations. This yielded a baseline specimen-specific mesh consisting of 52,323 10-node tetrahedral elements and 77,010 nodes (230,430 degrees of freedom) (Figs. 1, 2) . After simulation and analysis, cases with particularly high levels of stress or strain were refined and solved again to verify that the default resolution was sufficient. In every case it was. Mesh resolution was increased by splitting each tetrahedra into eight smaller tetrahedral. To separate mesh resolution from material property assignments and focus on the numerical accuracy, the smaller tetrahedra inherited the material properties of the parent mesh.
Responses
The mechanical response of each vertebral model to loading was characterized through the Von Mises stress, and maximum and minimum principal (tensile and compressive) strains. The population distribution of each of these responses was calculated and characterized through the median and peak (50th and 95th percentiles). The analysis was restricted to a region of interest comprising the central 66% of the vertebra, to reduce artefacts which may arise due to the superior and inferior growth plates, as unlike in humans, rat vertebral growth plates remain open throughout their life cycle. 22 
Transforming the Responses
The response variables were transformed, as is standard in response surface methods, 4, 32 which allows the factor effects to be added in an unbiased fashion, and improves the distribution of the residuals (see below the section on metamodel fitting). We used the traditional Box-Cox analysis and plot method to determine the optimal transformation for each response. 4, 32 For all the responses, the optimal transformation was a base 10 logarithm. This is equivalent to expressing the response in decibels, and is a common transformation for strain and stress in bioengineering. 17, 44 For plotting, the responses were converted back to the original scale.
RSM Strategy Experimental Design
An inscribed spherical rotatable central composite design on five continuous factors (geometry and loading) was used to choose the parameter combinations for this study. 4, 32 The design was then duplicated to add the material type as a categorical factor with two levels, for a total of 92 runs. Eight additional runs were inserted randomly into the sequence to verify that there was no pure error (such as drift), as it should be in deterministic analyses.
Metamodel Fitting
A mathematical relationship representing a response surface, or metamodel, was regressed for each of the responses. This surface was a second order polynomial of the form:
where g is the function fit to a response, b's are the regression coefficients to be estimated, x's the factors, and e the residual. As the equation above is nonlinear in the x's (factor levels), but linear in the b's the polynomial response surface is a type of linear regression model. The number of runs in the experiment design was more than the minimum needed to fit the second order polynomial, and in this sense the response function was overdefined. The data remaining after fitting the model was used to obtain measures of quality of the fit, i.e., how well the curve represents the data. Quality of fit is most commonly calculated using the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), however, this coefficient is susceptible to artifacts (e.g., its value increases with the number of data points or with the range of the data). Thus the adjusted and predicted R 2 were used which are less sensitive to such artifacts. 4, 32 We also computed the signal-to-noise ratio as the ratio of the range of the predicted values to the average prediction error. 4 
Identifying Factor Influences
The relative influence of the factors was determined by comparing the factor and interaction contributions to the sum of squares corrected by the mean, as is traditionally computed in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). We followed the tradition in RSM of coding all factors to the range À1 to +1, which allows for a fair comparison independent of factor scales, units or range size. 4, 8, 32 Factors were included in the model if their effects were statistically significant (as deemed by ANOVA with p < 0.001), or by hierarchy. 3, 34 We evaluated using larger p values (results not shown). This increased the number interactions in the model that were statistically significant but which contributed little, thereby only increasing complexity. The influential factors, and interactions are illustrated using contour-level and interaction plots. We also generated perturbation plots to aid in the interpretation of the effects of factor variations to the baseline. Perturbation plots are akin to one-factor-at-a-time analysis and are therefore relatively easy to interpret.
But these plots have to be interpreted carefully when interactions are present, since variations in the reference point could lead to substantially different curves.
RESULTS
Morphing and Parameterization
The morphing algorithms were incorporated successfully into a pipeline to parameterize offset, neck size, process size, material properties, and two variations in loading. This pipeline allowed efficient preparation of models with the desired combinations of factors. In all models the number of distorted elements was very small (between 0.02 and 0.2% of the elements). This proportion is on the same order as what has been observed with model morphing using other algorithms. 5, 25, 28, 43, 46 This means that the deformations were sufficiently smooth and did not compromise usability for FE modeling and analysis. Pure error was at least six orders of magnitude smaller than the responses and therefore considered zero.
Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the RSM analysis (quality of fit and sums of squares corrected by the mean) for all the responses and all the factors parameterized generated excellent fits with adjusted R 2 values between 0.9670 and 0.9954, predicted R 2 values between 0.9475 and 0.9956, residuals below 2% of the mean and high signal to noise ratios (Table 2) . Taken together these results reinforce the idea that the fits captured the responses adequately. The sum of squares for model (third line from the top in Table 2 ) were several times larger than the rest of the contributions, consistent with the fact that the response ranges over the factor space studied were relatively small compared with the response for the baseline model. To compare the relative influence of the factors, the fraction (in percent) of the contribution to the total sum of squares was computed 44, 56 (Table 3 ). The coefficients of the metamodels (the polynomial functions fit to each) of the responses are listed in the Appendix.
Neck size was the most influential factor on both median and peak stress (because the largest stresses occur at the smallest cross section, or neck of the vertebral body) ( Table 3) . Recall the models were fit to transformed responses, and therefore even the linear components of the models do not imply a linear effect of the factor on the response. Particularly strong were the contributions of the quadratic components of the neck-size and both directions of loading. In the From the quality of fit measures we can see that the metamodels were excellent representations of the responses. All values, except those in italics, were statistically significant (p < 0.001). Of the 15 possible two-factor interactions between the six factors, only the interaction between offset (B) and dorsal-ventral loading (D) was statistically significant. For analysis the responses were transformed by the base 10 logarithm. To simplify comparison we report all strain modes in absolute values. This table shows for each response (columns) the percentage that each factor (row) contributes to the sum of squares corrected by the mean in Table 2 . A long bar means that the contribution of the factor to the response is large, and therefore that the factor has a strong effect. The contributions can be classified depending on whether they represent the independent effect of the factor (main factors), factor interactions (interaction), or quadratic contributions (curvature). Neck size (C) and loading (E and F) had the strongest contributions. Process size (A), offset (B), and material model (F) had moderate contributions, although this varied across responses.
perturbation plots for median von Mises stress (Fig. 3 ) neck size demonstrated a complex nonlinear effect. Variations in the loading led to changes in the stress (Fig. 4) . As would be expected from beam bending theory, off-axis loading led to bending of the vertebra and increased the stresses in all sides, but more in the side opposite to the loading. Under off-axis loading the strains in one side become slightly more tensile, and in the other slightly more compressive. The von Mises stress aggregates both forms of strain, while discounting hydrostatic forces, into a composite, always positive, quantity. The consequence is that the lowest von Mises stresses occur under axial loading. In the perturbation plots for median von Mises stress (Fig. 3) we notice the quadratic nature of the dependence of stress on the loading direction. Asymmetry is evident in the response in the lack of overlap between the lines. In the response surface, Peak stress had a minimum near the center of the loading direction factor space with contour levels of stress forming ellipses centered on this minimum, meaning that the baseline configuration is a point of minimum peak stress. The ellipses were slightly tilted, which demonstrates the asymmetry in the response to loading. The response surface for the median stresses had a saddle shape, meaning that the baseline configuration is a point of minimum median stress in one direction, and of maximum stress in another. However, for both median and peak stresses the slope of the response surface is small near the center, suggesting that small variations in the factors may also translate to small effects on the response. , even the responses for factors that have no interactions or quadratic components may not be straight lines. Median von Mises stresses were not sensitive to material type, and therefore only one plot is shown (with values the average of both material types). For strains, use of intensity-based materials reduced the levels of both modes of strain. Off-axis loading, independent of the direction, increased stress, with the lines not overlapping, evidencing asymmetry in vertebra shape (see Fig. 4 for model cross sections under various loadings). Offset in any direction reduced stresses. Lateral and dorsal-ventral loadings had quadratic effects, and their lines do not overlap, evidencing an asymmetry in the vertebra shape. Overall process size and offset had the smallest effects, whereas loading had the largest. Most influential on the strains was the neck size, although interestingly its effects were different in tensile than in compressive strains. However, it is important to remember that the lines representing the effects of offset and dorsal-ventral loading can be misleading because the factors interact (Fig. 5) . To simplify comparison we report strain absolute values. Recall, however, that perturbation plots have to be interpreted carefully when interactions are present.
The contribution of offset was found to be relatively small (Table 3) , however, a statistically significant effect was found for the interaction between the offset and the dorsal-ventral loading (BD) (Fig. 5) . Independently, deviations in loading from the axial direction led to increases in stress, whereas conversely, deviations from the center, in offset, led to decreases in stress. When the vertebra is offset ventrally, tilting the loading ventrally as well reduces the peak stress. In contrast, when the vertebra is offset dorsally the same tilting of the loading increases the peak stress. Thus, the effect of offset on the level of stress depended strongly on the direction of loading as illustrated in the interaction plot (Fig. 4) . Switching loading from one direction to the other can reverse the effect of changes in offset. Similarly, the effects of variations in loading can be reversed depending on the offset.
The material model had a strong influence on the strains, especially on the median compressive strains (more than half the variance). This was, in part, because other factors had modest influence on the median compressive strain, increasing the fraction of variance contributed by the material model. Lower strains were produced when the material was set as intensity based than when it was homogenized (Fig. 4) . As expected from the axial compressive loading, higher magnitudes were seen in compressive as compared to tensile strains.
Process size was overall the least influential input factor ( Fig. 2 and Table 3 ). Its largest relative influence Two models with the baseline geometry and axial loading, with intensity-based (top left) and homogenized (top right) materials. Although the distributions are very similar, the model with homogenized materials presents slightly larger stresses, and somewhat larger stress gradients (see, for example, the edge of the deep blue central region, the edges are sharper on the homogenized case). Also noticeable is that the processes are under small loads in both models. Note the outlines of the growth and end plates. The effects of loading direction are illustrated with cross sections through the baseline geometry, at the level of the neck (bottom left), or through the caudal processes (bottom right). At the center is the case with axial loading, around are off-axis (61) loadings laterally and dorsal-ventral. Stresses were clearly minimal under perfectly axial loading. Under off-axis loadings the deformations are a combination of compression and bending. However, both of these modes contribute to the von Mises stress. Off-axis loading increased the load carried by the processes, but the stresses were still concentrated on the base of the process, and depended little on the process shape.
was on median von Mises stress and median tensile strain, but these were still less than 5% of the total variations observed. Increasing process size led to small increases in median stress.
DISCUSSION
This paper demonstrates a novel application of morphing techniques to effectively parameterize specimen specific bony geometry. This has several advantages for biomechanical analysis in enabling the examination of model sensitivities on a wider scale. The parameterizations gained through morphing substantially increase the reach of sensitivity studies by making it possible to study not only the role of factors representing geometry, but also of interactions between geometry, material properties and loading. Interactions between factors have been shown to be fundamental for understanding other biomechanical systems. 38, 44 However, until now the analysis of interactions involving geometry was only possible through generic models or through statistical analysis of sets of specimens. Approximations necessary for producing generic models may omit aspects essential to its response and producing sets of specimen-specific models does not allow the parameters of interest to be isolated with each model presenting variations in FIGURE 5 . Effects of the interaction between offset and dorsal-ventral loading. There was a strong interaction between dorsalventral loading and offset. There are two traditional ways to illustrate the effects of an interaction like this, contour level plots (top) and so-called interaction plots (bottom). Median (left) and peak (right) stresses were affected differently by the interaction. Peak stress was minimum near the center of the factor space (the baseline). Contour levels of stress formed ellipses centered on this minimum. The ellipses were slightly tilted, explaining the asymmetry in effects of lateral and dorsal-ventral loading seen in the perturbation plots of Fig. 3 . The response surface for the median stresses had a saddle shape, with the inflection point at the center. This evidences a maximum in one direction, and a minimum in another. These directions were not perfectly aligned with the offset and dorsal-ventral loading. Interactions between factors are also often illustrated with interaction plots where non-parallel lines evidence an interaction and are relatively easy to distinguish. Crossing lines, such as in these examples, are even clearer. For instance, it is easy to see that the effects of off-axis loading could be substantially different depending on the vertebra offset. Switching loading from one direction to the other leads to increases in stress for offset in one direction, and decreases for offset in the opposite direction. Similarly, the effects of variations in offset may depend strongly on the direction of loading. However, some characteristics of the interaction are more difficult to see in the interaction plots than on contour level plots. For example, from only the interaction plot lines it is difficult to form a mental image of the ellipses in the peak stresses, or the saddle shape on the median stresses. It is therefore common to evaluate both types of plot and pick the one that illustrates most clearly the important effects for the case at hand. several factors (some of which may not be readily apparent). Morphing avoids generic approximations and allows factor isolation at limited computational expense.
Parameterizations generated utilizing a baseline model yield altered geometries useful for studying the biomechanical consequences of variations of the specific baseline specimen, i.e., studying its factor neighborhood. These variations could be the consequence of aging, disease, injury, or of approximations made for experimentation or simulation. It is conceivable that specimens will differ in their sensitivity to the factors, and therefore a general analysis of sensitivity over a whole population may not adequately predict specimen sensitivity.
Multiple models produced through morphing the mesh are relatively easy to compare as they share common elements, nodes and connectivity and morphing facilitates maintenance of material properties and boundary conditions from one model to another. This is particularly useful for studies with complex boundary conditions, and further motivates their use in modeling of more complex spinal mechanics when contact surfaces (i.e., facets), and soft tissue attachments (i.e., discs and ligaments) are included and can save considerable time and effort in pre and postprocessing.
Combining the parameterizations with RSM techniques allows the fitting of metamodels to the responses which facilitates the interpretation of the model results. Metamodels, as algebraic expressions are relatively easy to interpret. By using RSM techniques, it is possible to quantify and distinguish linear and quadratic components of the effects of the parameterized factors on the responses, which provides a more comprehensive perspective of the sensitivity. RSM techniques also substantially reduce the number of simulations required compared with traditional OFAT techniques. 4, 32 Metamodels fit to the responses can also be used as surrogates of the modeling for predicting the responses quantitatively. Despite the metamodels being long equations, numerically they are simple to use for calculations, and can even, in some instances, replace the need to carry out FE simulations. As algebraic expressions, metamodels are also convenient because they allow for the calculation of integrals and derivatives, and identification of extrema or inflection points at relatively low cost. 6 For these and other useful properties, response surfaces have seen widespread application in describing systems and optimization. 4, 6 A strong interaction was identified between dorsalventral loading and dorsal-ventral offset. Although only one statistically significant influential interaction was identified, that between offset and dorsal-ventral loading, this is important. First, because it underscores the value of having combined morphing of geometric factors and RSM techniques. If either of these techniques had not been included, this interactions would not have been identified. Second, because it allows the potential effects of other factor interactions to be dropped from further consideration, thereby simplifying future study designs. The size of the vertebral processes had a relatively modest effect, even under offaxial loading, in enlarged processes, or in thin vertebrae with large offset. Low stress levels show that only a modest amount of loading is carried by these processes. We expected that other modes of loading, i.e., off-axis loading, would transfer some of the loading to the processes, and increase their influence. This would have been apparent as an interaction between process size and off-axis angles. However, the magnitude of this interaction was minimal, which means that the details of process geometry are not essential for predicting the biomechanical response of the vertebra. One of the challenges during specimen-specific model reconstruction is capturing the process geometry. If it is not critical, then a relatively simple and approximate reconstruction may suffice.
When interactions are present the curves may depend on the choice of reference point, and therefore perturbation plots need to be interpreted carefully. We decided to include the plots in this work for three reasons: (1) the baseline model is a special one, the true specimen-specific case, and as such small deviations around this case are particularly interesting (for example, approximations in loading during testing can be approximated by perturbations); (2) the main characteristics of the curves noted in this section did not vary substantially with the choice of reference point (data not shown), and therefore that presenting the perturbation plots was unlikely to be misleading; (3) interpretation of perturbation plots is simple, yet they illustrate the key effects.
A common concern when fitting metamodels in RSM techniques is the choice of analytic function. There is no a priori reason to expect that a second order polynomial shall provide an adequate representation of the system, however, in practice second order polynomials often work. 6, 27, 29, 37, 52, 54 The regressed function found through an RSM fit is not a functional relationship, but rather an approximation within defined bounds. The analysis provides a means to evaluate quality of fit and determined that the choice of the function was adequate for characterizing the caudal vertebral biomechanics. For the level of precision that we are extracting from the approximated surfaces we find the fits excellent. Increasing the complexity of the function could have provided for a closer approximation, but as always it is important to balance fidelity with simplicity. In addition, the metamodels will inherit the limitations of the FE models, and there is little benefit in increasing the accuracy of the fit to responses that may already imply an approximation.
Although in this work we successfully morphed an FE mesh of a rat vertebrae, our intention is to continue developing the techniques to morph more complex structures and in more intricate ways. The transformations useful for morphing are constrained by the need to preserve mesh quality. An alternative, which we have begun exploring, 47 is to apply the morphing techniques to the model surfaces only, which are more robust to deformation, followed by remeshing of the model volume after deformation. This takes time, and is less convenient for the comparison between models because the direct pairing between model volume meshes is lost.
Morphing techniques are relatively common within the fields of animation and computer graphics. Some ideas from these fields have been ported to biomechanics, 19, 20, 35 but to the best of our knowledge not been used for parameterizing models for sensitivity analysis. In free-form deformation (FFD) techniques, based on the ideas by Sederberg and Parry, 40 the baseline geometry is embedded in a control volume, which is deformed using a set of landmarks as a guide, passing the deformation to the embedded objects. FFD methods are a good alternative for morphing for sensitivity studies, however, they share some limitations with the methods presented in this work, most notably that the deformations involve some arbitrariness, and that their application still requires a considerable amount of work to determine adequate control volumes and landmarks to guide the deformation. 20 Another interesting use of morphing in biomechanics has been to use FE to deform a template model to a target. [9] [10] [11] In this technique nonlinear continuum mechanics are used, which guarantees a continuous mapping between source and target. The technique, however, has the problem that it requires a manual selection of material properties, which is arbitrary and has a strong effect on the deformation field.
9,11 Also, such mechanics-based methods have more demanding computational requirements than the methods presented here.
The methods have some limitations that deserve consideration. First is that there is some degree of arbitrariness in the deformations used to parameterize the geometry, although our choices were informed by an understanding of the anatomy and biomechanics of the vertebra. 2, 12, 23, 46 Ideally morphometric data in which the nature and magnitude of the physiologic variations in shape would guide the deformations, however, such information is not available for the rat caudal vertebra.
The models in this work were formed by tetrahedral elements (4-noded for pre and post-processing, and 10-noded for simulation). It would be preferable to use higher order elements in all steps, and avoid the approximations, as any inherent limitations of the original model will propagate through the sensitivity analyses. There is nothing, in theory, which prevents the application of the morphing techniques described here to other element types and for the proof-of-concept purposes of this work, we believe that linear tetrahedral elements suffice.
The models were simulated using linear elastic material properties, which is a common approximation when simulating bones, as long as the load regime is not at a high rate, does not approach failure, and the scale of the analysis is large with respect to the trabecular beam sizes. 33 However, the material approximation is more limited in describing the behavior of the growth plates, which were not modeled independently. As such, the responses analyzed were restricted to the central region of the main vertebral body, away from the growth plates. The influence of material model was strong in the strains. This may be due to the way in which the homogenized material model was developed in which bins for moduli were chosen to produce a model that reacted with the same total force as the model with intensity-based materials, yielding equivalent stress. Strain had no such requirements and therefore it was affected more by the choice of material properties. Had we chosen the homogenized materials using a displacement (i.e., strain based) condition, then the material model may have influenced stress rather than strain. Both material types were based on the baseline model and material distributions were morphed by the same transformation defined by anatomical considerations. Once the baseline specimen-specific model was distorted, i.e., morphed to a new geometry, the material distribution is not necessarily applicable. It is conceivable that vertebra with different geometries may also have different distributions of materials, especially as bone adapts to physiologic loadings to which a specimen was subjected in vivo. As presented, therefore, the results on material type obtained in this study can only be used to conclude that it is important to use an intensity-based material type rather than the particular homogenized one we defined. Nevertheless, this work demonstrates that the morphing and RSM techniques can be used to determine the effects of material type, independently and in interaction. Interestingly, no interactions were identified between material model and other factors, suggesting that, for this particular system, it is possible to use the simplified homogenized materials and ''correct'' for this later.
Again, there is nothing, in theory, which prevents using more complex material types. In future work it would be possible to vary the material properties independently of the geometry after morphing, but to do this requires a robust characterization of material distribution patterns.
In summary, the morphing and RSM analyses presented in this work have several advantages over conventional FE modeling. (1) The morphing methods allow parameterizing the geometry of specimenspecific FE models, allowing exploring variations that may arise during aging or disease, or through approximations in modeling. (2) Applying the morphing and RSM techniques to the analysis of rat caudal vertebra mechanics, it was found that the direction of loading, offset and neck size had the largest influences on the levels of stress and strain within the vertebra. Material type was influential on the strains, but not the stress. Process size was substantially less influential. A strong interaction was identified between dorsal-ventral offset and dorsalventral off-axis loading. Understanding the relative importance of the factors and their interactions can be used to direct and simplify future investigations utilizing more complex spinal geometries (i.e., motion segments) and loading conditions. The originality of this work lies in the application of morphing techniques to parameterize the geometry of a specimen-specific FE model useful in the field of orthopedic biomechanics. We have demonstrated some of the substantial benefits to biomechanical analysis available when morphing-based parameterizations are implemented within an RSM technique. Morphing is common in animation, but not in biomechanics. Similarly, although RSM techniques are not new, they are also not standard, and it is our hope that their integration with morphing encourages their further use in orthopedic biomechanics research.
APPENDIX
The coefficients of the metamodels (Table A1) where A = Process size, B = Offset, etc. all coded from À1 to +1. Predictions are in MPa for the stresses and in percentages for the strains. Note that the coding extends to the material model, although only the extreme values À1 and +1 are meaningful. Some of the elements included in the equations contribute little to the metamodel, and were included for completeness. If those elements are not included the equations are simpler and predict essentially the same values. See Table 2 for measures of the quality of fit. To simplify comparison we report strain absolute values. 
